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Abstract

This paper concerns the b011aboration_between_pUblic
healthstUdents and_faculty; a StAte_agency_concerned Withgroundwater protection and a local board of health in the _development of a:video_filM on groundwater prOteCtion. Thetheme of the film is; "What can the local community do toprotect_its groundwater frOm toxic contaminantt,"_ The filmWAs funded by three agenCies; the state agency; the localArea Health Education Council and the University of_Massachusetts. :The paper_describes the planning andproduction_stages of the film with emphasis on the

collaboratiVe effort and the student learning -ekperience.The_final_Section of the paper is a brief statement of thedistribUtion phase of the filth..



And Not a Drop to Drink

And Not a Drop to Drink" is a video film on ground

water protection produced as a collaborative effort between a

local Board of Health a d the University of Massachusetts School

Of Public Health Departments of Community Health Education and

.

_
Environmental Science.

The idea to produce the film grew out Of my work as the

Chair of a local Board of Health and Instructor in a graduate

seminar on Community Organization and Development at the

University of Massachusetts School of Public Health. I had) dS a

board of health member, been very concerned with developing an

adequate aquifer protection regulation for a community that iS

rural and whose water is threatened by years of agricultural over

use of pesticides. Students in the seminar are required first to

select a community public health problem, then to design and, if

possible, implement a program. Three students volunteered to

work on a film on groundwater protection. The theme of the film

was to be, "What can the community do to protect their

groundwater from toxic contaminants." The team, now composed of

the three students and the instructor, decided that the health

belief model offered a basic conceptual framework. Namely that

the severity of the problem, the susceptability of local

populations to the health risks from contaminated drinking water

and the benefits of local action should all be emphasized. The

film would act as the cue that would trigger appropriate health
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behavior by making the members of the audience consiously aware

of his/her feelings about the problem.

The Planning Stage

The first planning session led to several tasks. These t-46i-

to obtain the necessary knowledge of groundwater problems, to

determine the amount of money necessary to produce a 30 minute

filth, h w and where to raise the necessary funds, and finding

sethedhe to take charge of the technical aspects of production;

The first task was accomplished when the students visited a

member of the environmental science program area who agreed to

jOin the team and lend his expertise to the project. The seocnd

tagk involved a survey of local filmmakers to determine the steps

involved in production and probable costs. The rest of the

seme3ter was taken up in writing grants which were submitted to

various agencies and selec:;ing a producer. Three agencies

responded with funds for the film. These were, the MaSSabhUSetts

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, a State agehoy

charged with maintaining water quality, the Pioneer Valley Area

Health Education Council, the University of MassachusettS whiCh

awarded the project a public service grant and the University

Continuing Education Department; The team raised a total of

eleven thousand ($11,000) dollars and found a producer willing to

produce the film for approximately three hundred and fifty

dollars a minute. This cost was within our budget and

considerably below the estimates we received from commercial

groups. Since the semester had ended the students asked if they
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could continue to work on the film on an independent study basis

for the next academic year.

The project had now moved from the planning tage te

production; At this juncture, the local board of health Went to

the district health board in which it held membership and the

district board indorsed the project as a community health

education effort that they would promote in their member

communities.

The Department of Environmental Quality Engineering

Suggeated that the film concentrate on three major water

problems. These were; pesticide contamination, leakage from

underground gasoline storage tanks and leachate from hazardous

waste. Three sites for filming were selected. Whately, a rural

town that lost its water to the pesticides EDB and Temik,

Woburn, the site of seven recent leukemia dedtha among school

children, in which a recent study has linked to hazardous waste

disposal and the Provincetown/Truro area on Cape Cod that hda

suffered water contamination from leaks in underground gaSoline

storage tanks. The film presented an additional concern that

reflected the problems faced by the district health board, that

of contamination of local aquifers from overdevelopment.

The Production Stage

Early in the fall of 1985, the team, consisting of the three

students and the two faculty members, wrote the script. The

script introduced the film with five graphics, which were
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provided to inform the public about the nature and importance of

ground water and to illustrate the four major sources of

contamination.

The design of the graphics was based upon a meeting of team

members with a graphic artist. The students took a major role in

defining for the artist the nature of an aquifer and how ground

water becomes contaminated. The artist then developed the

graphics on the computer. The team met with heri reviewed the

graphics and suggested changes in the final product.

Next guided interviews were sketched out for each of the

three sites. This part of the script both presented the problem

and addressed the vulnerability of local communities to each of

the three sources of contamination. The second part Of the

script was directed to the theme "you the citizen can save your

communities water." Two fictionalized dramatizations were

written to address this theme. The firs,: of these was an

interview and presentation of a petition by a concerned citizen.

The second was a town meeting in which the tension between

citizens concerned with the threat to their health from posEible

contamination of a local aquifer by over development and the

developers was addressed; The high point of this drama was a

confrontation between a town resident's concern for her childrens

health and the attorney for the major real estate interest; This

scene ended with a discussion which outlined steps town officials

would take to legislate aquifer protection. The scripts ended
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with a roll call of the towns and comtunities in the state that

had already lost their drinking water tO dontatination.

The Production

The students COrii.a6i.ed individuaiz at ea0h tite Who öü id be

available for interviews; These included membetS of lOCal clean

water advocacy groups; town officials responsible for cottunitY

t4dter a d health and concerned citizens; Arrangements viere made

to interview some of these people on camera; The student members

Of the team then visited each site and took photogaphs of variout

Otitite locations that could be used for camera shots; These

photogtaplhs were evaluated by the team and the production

director. They served as a guide to the camera crew directing

them to the appropriate areas for the next stage; shooting the

film;

The production team then visited eddh of the three sites and

shot footage of the area and the ihtetVieWt. The tWO

dramatizations were staged in the filt ttUdi-cit of Stith College.

Actors were recruited from undergraduate dtatã majors at the

local colleges and volunteers from the Athettt dottUhity. The

final scene was an interview with a etAte Offitial ft-cit the

_Department of Environmental Quality Engineering. 1-1- ttratted the

need for local communities to take action to protect theit Water.

The last aspect cf production; and probably the itibe:t

difficulti was the editing of about 40 hours of film ititO brie

coherent half hour product;
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The Dittribution

The distribution of the film is being handled by the

department of Continuing Education. The film will be distributed

at cost to interested groups, including town boards, schools and

water advocacy groups. The team has prepared a flier describing

the film that will be mailed out tO these groups in the New York,

New England area; The team has also prepared a brief brochure

for health education and science teachers in the schools. This

brochure walks them through the film and presents suggested study

questions. Finally, an evaluation form has been prepared. Thit

form will be sent out with the film with a request that they be

returned to me.

Alvin E. Winder, Ph;D;, M;P;H;

Professor of Public Health

Division of Public Health

Arno1d House - Room 304

University of Masssachusetts

Amherst, MA 010u3
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